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I write until my hands start going numb
Can't feel my thumb... boy is going dumb
I'm the wrong one to test, still... and I'm flowing calm
Going deep like I'm running for that long
I know your teacher let me hit it in the morning
Don't call me talking shit, homie, that's a warning
And the rest of bullets gonna get this on
And I'm sicker than the patient, than the... he was born
And I'm fighting through the nail to excel
Why you wanna see me fail?
You can kiss my ass on that... and go to hell! 
I prevail! Fuck your little clientela
Hit my pockets, take too long to... 
Somebody get my bail up
I need bread, if you're snitching to the feds, 
Well you have to put a nigga in the clouds like it's... 
... gotta be more comfortable when reaching for that
clock fifty
I'm ice cold and had you death with an attitude
Irrational, known to split the cabbage of a savage crew
This ain't a game, and I don't roll with the... 
... most that movement is over, and that shit starts
moving
I'm all about a real revolution, 
Years getting televised with... retribution! 
You're talking nonsense... 
... studio time when it's a real nigga that can use it
You lose it, you hide but never do shit
I'm too sick, you wouldn't still owe me if he was... 
What makes it more confusing, you're scary ass in the
hood
Cripples can't even take a 22 kick when you're shooting

Shoot me, I give you an exclusive
Shut up to my niggas... 
Talking about abusive
Yeah boy, I'm rude and intrusive
Plus you know my music bump in Huston... 
First I... and I do it like a kill
A ghetto boy, all get harassed by a... 
I'll let your boy for that heroine, 
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I got it for Christmas... 
... a couple hit your coke in my eyes get the narrowing
Pimp game talking... 
Niggas think I'm more local than them... 
Old school rider,... 
You can cry knowledge, I'mma uplift the ignorance
... and if we catch a sleeping boy, then we need that... 
And when I get your money up, and some rich ass shit
... a dollar to your momma, she's a big ass bitch!
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